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On one occasion, a class was learning about morality. The teacher
had just invited class members to commit to live the law of chastity
when a young woman raised her hand and asked, “What if somebody
has already broken the law of chastity? Can he or she still set a goal to
live it from this point on?”
This important question from a student prompted the teacher to
emphasize the power of repentance—something he had not planned to
do. Questions from students can have a powerful effect in the teaching
and learning process.
In the 2007 worldwide training broadcast on teaching, Sister
Julie B. Beck observed, “The more questions we can get from the
learners about something, the more they are engaged in the learning.
. . . But that to me is a challenge as a teacher—not so much the questions I am asking but what is happening that is helping other people to
ask questions so the Holy Ghost can teach them.”1
In this same broadcast, Elder W. Rolfe Kerr, commissioner of the
Church Educational System, said, “What more exciting environment
in the classroom is there than [when] the children or the adults in the
class are asking questions?”2
It seems that some of the best classroom discussions begin with
questions from students as opposed to questions from teachers. Is
there scriptural evidence of this phenomenon? Do the scriptures provide insights as to how to encourage students to ask questions? In this
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article I will explore the following: (1) scriptural evidence that powerful
learning takes place when students ask questions, (2) scriptural insights
on how to encourage students to ask questions, and (3) additional ways
to help students ask questions.
Learning Arising from Questions
In the scriptures are many examples of important teachings initiated by great questions from learners. Though the focus here is on the
questions asked, consider the teachings that followed these questions:
“And it came to pass that one of them said unto him: What
meaneth the words which are written, and which have been taught
by our fathers saying: How beautiful upon the mountains are the feet
of him that bringeth good tidings?” (Mosiah 12:20–21; followed by
Abinadi’s discourse to Noah and his priests).
“Now the [father of King Lamoni] said unto them: What is this
that ye have said concerning the Spirit of the Lord?” (Alma 22:5; followed by Aaron’s teaching of the plan of redemption).
“And they came unto Alma; and . . . said unto him: . . . They have
cast us out of our synagogues; . . . and we have no place to worship our
God; and behold, what shall we do?” (Alma 32:5; followed by Alma’s
sermon on faith).
“And as he sat upon the mount of Olives, the disciples came unto
him privately, saying, Tell us, when shall these things be? and what
shall be the sign of thy coming, and of the end of the world?” (Matthew 24:3; followed by the Olivet discourse, comprising Matthew 24
and 25).
“But he, willing to justify himself, said unto Jesus, And who is
my neighbour?” (Luke 10:29; followed by the parable of the good
Samaritan).
These examples provide clear evidence that powerful teaching
often occurs when students ask questions.
Scriptural Insights about Helping Students Ask Questions
Most teachers readily recognize the value of eliciting students’
questions. The difficulty lies in getting this to happen. How do teachers encourage students to ask questions? In addition to providing
evidence that questions can spark effective teaching, the scriptures also
give insight into how to encourage students to ask questions. The following four scriptural lessons seem particularly pertinent.
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Scriptural lesson 1: Stimulate student questions by discerning what
issues may trouble them. If necessary, ask a sample question to initiate a
conversation. Ammon, a master missionary and teacher, demonstrated
this principle in Alma 18. While Lamoni was viewing the arms of
the Lamanite robbers, Ammon was feeding Lamoni’s horses. When
Ammon entered the room, “he saw that the countenance of the king
was changed” (Alma 18:12). Discerning changes in students’ countenances is of key importance for teachers. As President Boyd K. Packer
wrote, “The eyes of the alert teacher move constantly back and forth
across the class, taking in each movement, recording each expression,
responding quickly to disinterest or confusion. They read immediately a
puzzled expression or sense at once when learning has taken place.”3
Although Lamoni would not speak to him, “Ammon, being filled
with the Spirit of God, . . . perceived the thoughts of the king. And he
said unto him: Is it because thou hast heard that I defended thy servants and thy flocks, and slew seven of their brethren with the sling and
with the sword, and smote off the arms of others, in order to defend
thy flocks and thy servants; behold, is it this that causeth thy marvelings?” (Alma 18:16).
Because Ammon discerned the question that was in Lamoni’s
heart, Lamoni felt free to speak, and he began to ask Ammon questions. This eventually opened the door for the conversion of thousands
of Lamanites.
Alma the Younger used this same principle to teach his wayward
son, Corianton. Although we do not get to read both sides of the
conversation, it is clear that Alma discerned the questions that were
on his son’s mind. Alma said, “You marvel why these things should
be known so long beforehand. . . . I perceive that thy mind is worried
concerning the resurrection of the dead” (Alma 39:17; 40:1). Stating
these unspoken questions allowed Alma to teach Corianton about the
Resurrection.
In practical terms, a teacher can use this principle by thinking carefully beforehand about questions students might have concerning the
lesson. For example, if teaching Doctrine and Covenants 64:9–11, the
teacher might be prepared to ask (if no students mention it), “Some
people wonder about this question—why is it that the person who
doesn’t forgive is guilty of the greater sin? What do you think about
that question?” Of course, posing some questions to students that they
have not asked could plant thoughts that are not productive. Teachers
need to be very thoughtful about the types of questions they ask so that
they are building faith and not undermining it.
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Elder Jeffrey R. Holland, in the 2007 worldwide training broadcast
on teaching, gave this suggestion: “If I, the teacher, want questions
from you, the student, I may have to prime the pump a little. . . . I
may try to pose a question that will then take on a life of its own, and
all I have to do is direct traffic in order to get the students to participate.”4
By presenting a question or two at the beginning of a discussion,
students will be more likely to add questions of their own.
Scriptural lesson 2: Be patient with students who seem to be asking
questions in a challenging or negative manner. Respond with respect and
testimony. Some teachers may be turned off by students who ask cynical questions, but these questions still provide valuable opportunities.
Many of the Savior’s teachings came when He was questioned by those
with an adversarial perspective. For example, the famous statement,
“He that is without sin among you, let him first cast a stone at her,”
was brought forth from an ill-intentioned question (John 8:7; see also
Matthew 9:11; Matthew 15:2; Matthew 19:3; Matthew 22:35–36).
Another scriptural episode demonstrates that teachers who patiently
answer cynical questions may be able to open students’ hearts to asking
more sincere questions. Amulek faced a hostile questioner in Zeezrom.
In Alma 11:21 we read, “Zeezrom began to question Amulek, saying:
Will ye answer me a few questions which I shall ask you?” Notice the
questions and answers that follow.
And Zeezrom said unto him: Thou sayest there is a true and living
God?
And Amulek said: Yea, there is a true and living God.
Now Zeezrom said: Is there more than one God?
And he answered, No.
Now Zeezrom said unto him again: How knowest thou these
things?
And he said: An angel hath made them known unto me.
And Zeezrom said again: Who is he that shall come? Is it the Son
of God?
And he said unto him, Yea.
And Zeezrom said again: Shall he save his people in their sins?
And Amulek answered and said unto him: I say unto you he shall
not, for it is impossible for him to deny his word. (Alma 11:26–34)

Although Zeezrom was clearly questioning Amulek in a manner
that suggests he was trying to trap him, Amulek gives straightforward
answers to his questions. However, he responds differently to Zeezrom’s question in verse 38: “Now Zeezrom saith again unto him: Is
the Son of God the very Eternal Father?”
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Instead of giving a brief response, Amulek testifies of Jesus Christ,
the Resurrection, and the Judgment. In response to this testimony,
Zeezrom begins to tremble. The next time Zeezrom asks a question,
his manner has changed even more: “And Zeezrom began to inquire
of them diligently, that he might know more concerning the kingdom
of God. And he said unto Alma: What does this mean which Amulek
hath spoken concerning the resurrection of the dead, that all shall rise
from the dead, both the just and the unjust, and are brought to stand
before God to be judged according to their works?” (Alma 12:8).
Notice the change in this once cynical questioner. Now Zeezrom
really wants to learn. Teachers who treat disrespectful questioners with
respect, and when appropriate, respond to questions with sincere testimony, may find that the questioners’ hearts soften and that the nature
of their questions changes.
Scriptural lesson 3: Some students will not directly ask the teacher
questions but will instead approach their peers. Helaman 5 contains the
account of Nephi and Lehi preaching to a group of Lamanites and
Nephite dissenters. Among the group was a man named Aminadab,
“who was a Nephite by birth, who had once belonged to the church
of God but had dissented from them” (Helaman 5:35).
During Nephi’s and Lehi’s sermon, the people were encircled
with a cloud of darkness. Understandably they were concerned. They
turned, however, not to Nephi or Lehi, but to Aminadab, saying,
“Behold, what do all these things mean, and who is it with whom these
men do converse?” (Helaman 5:38).
In 1 Nephi 15, after Laman and Lemuel heard their father preach
about the vision of the tree of life, they approached not Lehi, but
Nephi, saying, “Behold, we cannot understand the words which our
father hath spoken concerning the natural branches of the olive-tree,
and also concerning the Gentiles” (1 Nephi 15:7).
Why did they ask Nephi instead of asking their father directly? We
may never know all the reasons; nevertheless, it is significant that they
turned to a sibling.
These two examples illustrate that at times, students with questions will turn to a peer instead of a teacher. How can a teacher use
this insight to help students? One way is to ask the class, “What are
questions that some of your friends have asked you?” By doing this,
the teacher will become more attuned to the questions on the minds
of his or her students. Furthermore, the fact that students are being
approached with questions makes it very likely that some in the class
are wondering about the same issues. The teacher could ask the class,
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“How have you answered those questions?” This would give students
an opportunity to practice answering questions and provide answers for
their peers who have the same questions.
Another way teachers can apply this principle is by giving students opportunities to answer in class questions that they will likely be
asked outside of class. For example, when teaching about the Word of
Wisdom, a teacher could recognize that many students will be asked
a question like this, “Why does your church not allow you to drink
alcohol?”
After teaching the principles of the Word of Wisdom, a teacher
could ask the students to role-play in pairs. One student would take the
role of a missionary, and the other would be an investigator who asks,
“Why can’t you drink alcohol?”
Giving students this kind of opportunity to practice answering
questions will strengthen their understanding and potentially increase
the understanding of those who will ask questions of the students in
the future.
Scriptural lesson 4: Some of the most important opportunities to
answer student questions occur outside of class. After an institute class on
eternal marriage, Maria wrote her teacher a note with a question about
her sealing status in the next life, given that her parents had divorced.
Because the teacher only saw Maria once a week, he provided her with
some pertinent quotes to study on her own and invited her to visit with
him if she had further questions.
She did have additional questions, and they scheduled a meeting
to talk about her concerns. Though Maria sat in many classes taught
by this teacher, this one-on-one opportunity to take time to receive
answers to questions outside of class may have provided the most
memorable lessons she learned.
Of course, good judgment must be used in answering students’
personal questions. As President Spencer W. Kimball taught seminary
and institute teachers, “You may be the first line of approach. Your wise
counsel could help them solve some of their problems, and you will, of
course, refer them to their bishops for those solutions which lie in the
bishop’s domain.”5
There are several scriptural examples of the Savior answering questions in private. In Matthew 13:1–9, the Savior taught the multitude
about the parable of the sower. Afterward, “the disciples came [privately], and said unto him, Why speakest thou unto them in parables?”
(Matthew 13:10).
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Later in this same chapter, after teaching other parables to the
people, “Jesus sent the multitude away, and went into the house: and
his disciples came unto him, saying, Declare unto us the parable of the
tares of the field” (Matthew 13:36).
Thus, twice in one chapter we see the Savior approached with
questions “after class,” so to speak. Questions not asked in public were
appropriately asked in private settings. These private conversations
occurring outside of formal instruction proved to be most beneficial.
One could say that Nicodemus also came to the Savior “outside of
class time” when he came “by night” (John 3:2). In this private setting, Nicodemus asked the Savior questions that surely must have been
troubling him: “How can a man be born when he is old? can he enter
the second time into his mother’s womb, and be born?” (John 3:4).
These examples teach us that some students will feel more comfortable asking some questions in settings outside the classroom. What
can a teacher do to facilitate this kind of interaction?
Perhaps the most important thing is to be approachable and to
encourage continuing conversations. For example, a teacher could do
the following:
• Regularly have students turn in written responses to what was
learned in class or in the readings, and then return these assignments with a personal response. Though most of the time the
comments would be brief, this kind of communication creates
an opportunity for students to ask questions, should they wish
to do so.
• Encourage students to feel comfortable asking questions during class. Students can also be invited to ask after class if they
prefer.
• Encourage students to visit during office hours if you have
them.
• Avoid rushing out of the classroom. Sometimes providing
refreshments can facilitate students opening up. Simply being
present and looking unhurried often makes it possible for students to approach the teacher.
Perhaps the most important thing a teacher can do to facilitate
receiving questions outside of class is, as President Howard W. Hunter
said, simply to “remember that the very best teaching is one on one
and often takes place out of the classroom”6 and pray for opportunities
to have this kind of teaching.
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Additional Ideas to Help Students Ask Questions
There are many other ways that teachers can help students ask
questions. One teacher put a question box in the classroom so students
could anonymously write questions that would be answered in a future
class period. This helped the teacher plan class time for questions and
also gave him the opportunity to prepare answers worthy of the questions.
A technique that one teacher employed was to ask the students to
read a specific scripture block in preparation for the next class. Students
were asked to come prepared with three questions about the reading. Many students came prepared with excellent questions. Similarly,
another teacher showed a CES video and asked his students to write
down questions they had while watching the video.
Another teacher asked his institute students to read Moses 1:1–4
slowly and carefully. He told them that they should read them over
and over again and find at least ten questions they could ask from
these verses. At first, the students thought that this was an overwhelming assignment—how could they find so many questions from so
few verses? But as the students read the text closely, thinking about
questions they could ask, their minds opened and the questions they
thought up brought them deeper into the scriptures. As the students
shared the questions, the teacher also allowed the students to answer
each other’s questions, thus increasing their opportunity to explain,
share, and testify.
Perhaps one of the most important things a teacher can do to
facilitate questions is to make sure students’ questions are answered
at appropriate times. Nothing may be as discouraging to a potential
questioner than to see a classmate’s question demeaned or unduly
postponed.
Conclusion
Teachers can and should accept the challenge of helping students
ask more questions. The scriptures demonstrate that powerful learning can transpire when students ask questions. In addition to helping
students ask questions in class, teachers can encourage students to
ask questions to Heavenly Father, the True Teacher. Particularly with
respect to personal questions, we can invite students to “inquire of the
Lord” (Alma 27:7). The brother of Jared initiated an important learning opportunity when he asked in personal prayer, “And behold, O
Lord, in them there is no light; whither shall we steer?” (Ether 2:19).
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Like many of the revelations in the Doctrine and Covenants, which
came in answer to a question, we can teach our students to take their
questions to the Lord and receive revelation.
A student’s hunger for knowledge is a driving force in the educational process. As Sister Beck explained, “The more questions we can
get from the learners about something, the more they are engaged in
the learning.”7 When students have questions they are almost always in
a state of readiness to learn; therefore, by encouraging students to ask
meaningful questions, teachers help increase their students’ motivation
to learn and come unto Christ. œ
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